
MINUTES of the MEETING of 
GRAEMSAY, HOY & WALLS 
COMMUNITY COUNCIL, KIRKYARD 
SUBCOMMITTEE held on MONDAY 
10th SEPTEMBER 2012 at 6:30p.m at 
the YM, Longhope.

Present: M Groat (Chair) J Traynor, G Robertson & R Sinclair

In Attendance:  Mrs T Avis, Clerk

1. Apologies – None received  

2. Kirkyard Update – Osmandwall  

The Clerk explained some of the issues regarding the grass cutting at Osmandwall this year 
to members.  The contractor had been due to use his own sit on mower, however this had 
broken down so he had used the Community Council one.  The gear lever had snapped of 
on this machine, possibly due to having been bent in the past, the contractor had had it 
repaired for £40 and had asked if he could claim the money back.  Members discussed this 
at some length.

The Clerk also appraised the members as to the frequency of the cutting & issues with the 
kirkyard not being cut in July, members felt it important that the kirkyard has the final 2 cuts 
of the season completing so that it is in a good state for the winter. M Groat noted that the 
contractor could only be paid for the cuts that had been completed.  The Clerk said she 
would go down to the kirkyard the next time the contractor was there, and it was:-

RESOLVED

(a) That £40, for the mowers replacement handle, be paid on the production of an 
invoice.

(b) The Clerk would visit the kirkyard following the final 2 cuts to ensure that the cut was 
completed; 

(c) The Contractor be required to remove the grass cutting that had been placed in the 
drainage ditch.

3. KIRKYARD GATES  

R Sinclair reported that a member of the community had noted that the new wide gate catch 
was too stiff & the gate prone to fly away from anyone opening it, in rough weather and both 
constituted a safety issue.  Members discussed that akll other kirkyards had a single 
“kissing” gate for individuals to use and Osmandwall was the only kirkyard without a single 
gate.  Members felt this was important as within the Kirkyard was the Lifeboat memorial & 
stoned carved bench both which were visited by a substantial number of visitors per year as 
well as families visiting graves, and it was:-

RESOLVED that the Clerk write to the Liaison Office to request that a single gate is installed 
on the grounds of health & safety.



4. DATE OF NEXT MEETING  

After consideration of a date for the next meeting, it was:-

RESOLVED that a date be set in 2013

5. CONCLUSION OF MEETING  

There being no further business, the Chairman declared the meeting concluded at 7:05pm


	RESOLVED

